Suggestion: Replace The Workforce

*Seems like a good idea, but training new staff is time-consuming. Once a worker has begun their job, it’s generally easier to have them keep going.*

[Fair warning: Capitalization and punctuation in these clues may be intentionally deceptive.]

- A complete set of directions leads to right response
- Most rambling airport in Chi-town is initially in left half of country
- Sporting facial hair, Victor becomes 1000 without being surprised
- Wandering statement from a prong that complains verbosely?
- We uproot ground to provide more electricity

- A pit lord's dancing on three legs
- Beast of burden in fort breaking down technical dance
- Boston University companies securing "corn syrup for cowboys"
- Lacking ID, radical disturbs with explosions
- Nope, Ty replaced Eli's brother

- Action beginning in 3D, ending with year in PA
- Oddly, waifs jetset with the most learned
- Person from the Far East portraying Gandalf off camera
- Sea bordering Kazakhstan concealed by Sahara landscape
- Soft headwear is hot, in the nineties
- Waiter's implement is extremely French, we hear

- Any of five letters promise a way to get around Chicago
- Fighting hepatitis... losing cool... is gone
- Irate RN mangled features when describing land
- Left at the start, nominee was cut
- Spiritual raver's drug in that place with gore

- At most, Abe disassembled Mickey's first vessel
- Contemptible fool's beginning to invade, close to records of debt
- Get rid of animator's creation!
- Masculine criminal's usual routine includes German interjection
- Reeds jockeys pass over dinner?
- Revolutionary European designs that appear on a man's figure on Liberty Island
Aunts panicked before military intelligence's disaster
Famous explorer's regular newspaper feature is cut off by proxy, overturned
Naval officer is worthy of respect, disregarding brittle exterior
Reportedly, dairy orders mineral
Two from New England attending Brown from New York borough
Caught two times entering, gone crazy
Essentially, Homer takes mafia oath
Mean rite confused member of Cinderella's family
Page the author of *Man and Superman*? That'll be the day
Prudes and rams playing basketball in funny pants
Close-range weapon director from Pearl Harbor appearing with Nancy O'Dell?
He guards the door from deranged magnate
Losing head (dummy), Mortimer is social misfit
Principled lunatic: "Halt, ice!"
Teeth possessed by mammoth university amidst sounds of disapproval
Dispose of rocker, berry
Get the poison out of brief investigator with a hug and a kiss
Ground nuts encapsulating empty experience
Picked a time for giant Mel in sleigh
Two taverns ultimately sway African coast
Eighth Thalberg recipient scored victory, from the sound of it
European tennis player Martina's tased resident
Most roly-poly bear, witness after Friday
Raft ads void doomed combination of two equilateral triangles (3 wds)
Returning Shakespearean king is one thing associated with previous entry?